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What’s in the Water?
The 2013 established Water Framework Directive of the European Union (EU)
harmonises the legal framework for water policy within the EU with the aim of
orienting water policy more towards sustainable and environmentally sound
water use. Not only ecological parameters, but also potential chemical and toxic impacts are to be monitored. Analytical methods used regarding the directive
must meet minimum performance criteria. Since the number of contaminants
has increased significantly in the meantime, the demands placed on analytical
methods have also increased. Read from page 32 how our authors succeed in
analysing 100 pollutants in just one analytical run using a special sample preparation method.

FAULHABER applications

In-vitro
Veritas

LAB Tip

“ Access to clean

water is one of the most
important issues of
our future. ”

D I P L . - C H E M . M A R C P L A T T H A U S , Editor-in-Chief, marc.platthaus@vogel.com

The first two big analytical shows of the year are in the books: Arablab hosted in
Dubai and Pittcon 2019 in Philadelphia. Both events once again demonstrated
the importance of laboratory and analytical technology for answering numerous
important questions about the future. You can find out more about the two trade
fairs at www.lab-worldwide.com.
D R . I L K A O T T L E B E N , ilka.ottleben@vogel.de

Unpolluted food — without modern analytical methods, this cannot be guaranteed across the board. In an exclusive interview with LAB Worldwide, Uwe
Oppermann, Market Manager Food at Shimadzu Europe, explains why automation solutions in the food industry will become increasingly important in the
future. Starting on page 24, you can also find out how political decisions can
also influence the analytical methods used in the industry and which coupling
methods are becoming more important.

FAULHABER drive systems for
laboratory automation
Countless samples are tested daily in analytical laboratories for in-vitro diagnosis.
The benefits of automation in this area is
obvious: They make it possible to achieve
faster results, higher throughput, fewer
errors and lower personnel costs. In order
to ensure smooth operation, high dynamics
and precision are extremely important for
the drive solutions for analysis systems and
devices. Manufacturers from around the
world therefore rely on the know-how from
FAULHABER.

M A T T H I A S B A C K , matthias.back@vogel.de

Chemical tests are expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, attempts are made
in advance to optimise as many parameters as possible with for example design
of experiment methods in order to actually carry out a small number of experiments. Our authors have used such experimental designs to improve the formulation of tablets. In our article on page 16 you can read why NIR spectroscopy
has also provided important information here.

www.faulhaber.com/laboratory-automation/

C H R I S T I A N L Ü T T M A N N , christian.luettmann@vogel.de
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LAB Recommendation

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

PURE WATER

The number of pollutants that can enter our
groundwater is constantly increasing. Learn
how a single method can determine more
than 100 contaminants in one analytical
run. This is achieved with a special automated sample preparation method.
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OECD DEGRADATION

X read it at page 32.
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Management
and Science

CLIMATE CHANGE

How Clouds Modify Warming by
Human-Caused Climate Change

LAB Summary

SWANSEA/UK — Led by Swansea University’s Tree Ring Research
Group, researchers from Sweden, Finland and Norway analysed
information contained in the rings of ancient pine trees from northern Scandinavia to reveal how clouds have reduced the impact of
natural phases of warmth in the past and are doing so again now to
moderate the warming caused by anthropogenic climate change.
Author Professor Danny McCarroll explained that they found that
over short timescales, increased cloud cover lead to cooler temperatures and vice versa in the past. However, over longer timescales
— decades to centuries — they found that in warmer times, such
as the medieval, there was increased cloud cover in this part of the
world, which reduced local temperatures. The opposite being true
in cool periods, such as the Little Ice Age. The way that clouds are
going to respond to global warming is yet not clear.
ott

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

CONSOLIDATION

There were a lot of Mergers an Acquisitions in the last couple of months, among others in the Biopharma Market: smaller ones like Hitachi Chemical which acquire Apceth Biopharma, a contract manufacturing organization for cell and gene
therapy, and real big ones as Danaher to take over biopharma business from GE Life Sciences. Hopefully, patients will
also benefit from these transactions in the future.

Combining Local Demand with
International Supply

WARWICK/UK — A new systemic analysis of the complex molecular interactions between bacteria and our own cells has mapped
out an arms race that may provide clues to what makes bacteria
successful invaders. The analysis focused on autophagy, which is
a vital process in the defence against pathogenic microbes. Impaired autophagy is implicated in a number of inflammatory conditions, and an increased vulnerability to infections, so understanding the extent to which bacteria can modulate autophagy have been
of interest to the scientists from the Quadram Institute (QI) and the
Earlham Institute (EI) on the Norwich Research Park and the University of Warwick. Analysing which bacterial proteins could potentially modulate autophagy showed that different types of bacteria were acting against different phases in the autophagy process.
The analysis indicated Bacillus bacteria tended to act against the
early phases, which agrees with previous experimental evidence.
Mycobacterial species, which were known to be associated with
impairing autophagy, appear to have an ability to block a specific
stage later in autophagy, which might give some clue to how they
have an effect.
ott

MUNICH/GERMANY — The
international Analytica network now includes seven
events: in addition to the leading world trade fair for laboratory technology, analysis and
biotechnology in Munich, the
laboratory industry meets at
Analytica China in Shanghai,
Analytica Anacon India & India Lab Expo in Mumbai and
Hyderabad, and Analytica Vietnam. This year, Analytica
Lab Africa is being held in Jo- Analytica China, the flagship-show
hannesburg for the first time. of the international analytica
It is aimed at a wide range of Cluster, takes place every two
laboratory specialists from ar- years in Shanghai.
eas which play an important
role in South Africa. They include, for example, pharmaceuticals,
medicine, agriculture and mining, as well as environmental technologies and the food and beverage industry.
Analytica Lab Africa will be followed by a second premiere in
November 2019: the Labtech China Congress, a conference focusing on laboratory planning, design and equipment, will be staged
for the first time in Shanghai. Supply and demand are networked
at every Analytica location: the Indian pharmaceutical industry
will have grown to become the world’s sixth largest by 2020. Against
this background, Analytica Anacon India and India Lab Expo have
established themselves as the largest and most important platform
in India for the laboratory and analysis industry, and are now actually held twice a year: in addition to the successful events every
autumn in Hyderabad, the trade fairs now also take place in Mumbal in spring. There is a similar situation in Vietnam: the country
exports food all over the world. For the purpose of quality assurance,
Vietnam needs first-rate laboratory and analysis equipment which
is not manufactured locally.
ott

Source:Isabelle Hautefort and Anne-Claire Jacomin

An Evolutionary Arms Race at
Cellular Level

Salmonella bacteria tagged green associating with a cellular autophagy protein (red).
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ANALYTICA TRADE FAIRS

CELLULAR DEFENCE MECHANISMS

Bridging the gap
The Nexera Mikros micro-flow LCMS
system offers increased sensitivity with
unsurpassed robustness. It covers micro
as well as semi-micro applications and
provides improved productivity, particularly
in pharmaceutical and clinical research.
Significant increase in sensitivity
achieving at least ten times higher sensitivity for target compounds compared to
standard LC-MS analysis
User-optimized operability
through UF-Link, a one-touch,
zero dead volume connection between
column and MS

www.shimadzu.eu /bridging-the-gap

Sensitivity meets robustness
due to improved ion sampling efficiency
and reduced risk of contamination
Ideal for low-level quantitation of peptides
combined with nSMOLTM Antibody BA kit
enabling selective proteolysis of antibodies
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Hitachi Chemical to Acquire
Apceth Biopharma

Undersea Carbon Reservoirs
Could Speed Up Global Warming

MUNICH/GERMANY — Hitachi Chemical will enter into an agreement to acquire all shares of Apceth Biopharma, a contract manufacturing organization in the field of cell and gene therapy. With
the acquisition Hitachi Chemical is to expand its business presence
footprint in Europe — the world’s second-largest market for regenerative medicine after the United States. Founded 2007, Apceth is
a pioneer in cell and gene therapy and has developed into a leading
European contract development and manufacturing organization
(CDMO) for Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMPs). The
company has state-of-the-art facilities located in Munich, Germany,
which are fully compliant with all current EU ATMP regulations,
BSL2 and ICH guidelines. The combined strengths within Hitachi
Chemical should allow the company to manufacture complex cell
and gene therapies for North America, Asia, and Europe.
ott

COLUMBIA/USA —
The world’s oceans
could harbor an unpleasant surprise for
global warming, based
on new research that
shows how naturally
occurring carbon gases
trapped in reservoirs
atop the seafloor escaped to superheat the
planet in prehistory. Bubbles of liquid carbon dioxide float out
These undersea carbon of the seafloor at a vent on Northwest
reservoirs have caused Eifuku volcano off the coast of Japan.
global warming before
— and it could happen again, according to research by an international team of scientists led by the University of South Carolina.
Scientists say events that began on the ocean bottom thousands
of years ago so disrupted the Earth’s atmosphere that it melted away
the ice age. Those new findings challenge a long-standing paradigm
that ocean water alone regulated carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
during glacial cycles. Instead, the study shows geologic processes
can dramatically upset the carbon cycle and cause global change.
For today’s world, the findings could portend an ominous development. The undersea carbon reservoirs released greenhouse gas to
the atmosphere as oceans warmed, the study shows, and today the
ocean is heating up again due to manmade global warming. If undersea carbon reservoirs are upset again, they would emit a huge
new source of greenhouse gases, exacerbating climate change.
Temperature increases in the ocean are on pace to reach that tipping
point by the end of the century. For example, a big carbon reservoir
beneath the western Pacific near Taiwan is already within a few
degrees Celsius of destabilizing. Moreover, the phenomenon is a
threat unaccounted for in climate model projections. Undersea
carbon dioxide reservoirs are relatively recent discoveries only beginning to be understood.
ott

CRISPR/CAS9 TECHNIQUE

Source: Örebro University

Gene Responsible for Low Sperm
Count Identified

Per-Erik Olsson has conducted the study together with Ajay Pradhan,
a biology researcher at Örebro University.

ÖREBRO/SWEDEN — In research on zebrafish, Örebro scientists
have identified a gene that is essential for producing sperm. Results
show that fewer and poorer quality sperm are produced when the
gene was turned off with the Crispr/Cas9 technique. According to
Per-Erik Olsson, professor of biology at Örebro University, the same
gene is found in humans, and it is possible that it affects people in
the same way. If the gene is altered in men, this may lead to them
not being able to have children. With Crispr/Cas9 the researchers
were able to turn off this particular gene — HSF5 — in zebrafish to
see what happens when the gene could not execute its task. The
result is fewer sperms and the ones produced are not viable. Their
heads are far too big, and they have short tails. They simply cannot
swim. On the other hand, the gene does not seem to have any effect
on women — researchers saw no difference when the gene was
blocked in female zebrafish. The scientists found that the protein
created from the HSF5 gene is important for sperm development.
The next step for them is to find out what determines how much
protein is produced. It may be that certain chemicals affect this
gene, thus leading to infertility, says Per-Erik Olsson.
ott
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COLLABORATION AGREEMENT

Development of Systems for
Membrane Chromatography
GOETTINGEN/GERMANY — Sartorius Stedim Biotech and Novasep have entered into a collaboration agreement in the area of
chromatography and single-use bioprocessing. The joint systems
are to provide an alternative to batch and continuous resin-based
chromatography. Novasep provides various products and services
to the life science industry. In particular, this company is a system
provider with substantial expertise in the design, manufacture and
control of resin-based batch and continuous chromatography systems. The company’s Bio SC platform and SSB’s single use technology will form the basis for the development of novel chromatography systems. Optimally run membrane chromatography processes
will provide an alternative to batch and continuous resin-based
chromatography — namely higher productivity, smaller scale operations and increased robustness.
ott
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Source:Bob Embley, NOAA Office
of Ocean Exploration

CLIMATE CHANGE

CELL AND GENE THERAPY
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NEW IMAGE-PROCESSING METHOD

How Everyone Can Capture Ultrafast Phenomena
LAUSANNE/SWITZERLAND — Many phenomena occurring in
nature and industry happen very quickly: a tear running through
a piece of fabric, a rubber ball bouncing off a hard floor or a drop of
water wetting a dry surface, for example. Capturing images of these
phenomena would help scientists better understand them, but
conventional cameras aren’t fast enough — and high-speed cameras are prohibitively expensive. But scientists at EPFL’s Engineering Mechanics of Soft Interfaces Laboratory, working in association
with Harvard University researchers in the SMR lab, have now de-

veloped a new imaging method called Virtual Frame Technique
(VFT) that can generate thousands of images of these phenomena
as they occur step by step, using a photo taken from any kind of
device, including a smartphone. VFT works by deconstructing the
blurry parts of pictures. “It’s like taking time-lapse photos of a nearly instantaneous phenomenon,” explains John Kolinski, a professor
at EPFL’s School of Engineering. The method delivers better performance than any commercial high-speed camera and is affordable
and accessible to anyone.
ott

ULTRASOUND SYSTEM

Deep Brain
Stimulation

DAEJEON/SOUTH KOREA
— Conventional methods for
stimulating a specific brain
region are highly invasive because they have to insert
probes into a target brain. A
research team from the Kaist
university developed a lightweight capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer
(CMUT) and succeeded in the
ultrasound brain stimulation
of a freely-moving mouse.
Noninvasive and focused ultrasound stimulation technology is gaining a great deal of
attention as a next-generation
brain stimulation alternative.
Since it is delivered noninvasively, it can be applied safely
in humans as well as animal
experiments. The team around
Prof. Hyunjoo J. Lee from the
School of Electrical Engineering studied miniaturization
and ultra-lightweight CMUTs
through microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology and designed a device
suitable for behavior experiments. The device weighing
less than 1 g (around 0.05 % of
the mouse’s weight) has the
center frequency, size, focal
length, and ultrasonic intensity to fit a mouse’s dimensions.
To evaluate the performance of
the ultrasonic device, the team
stimulated the motor cortex of
the mouse brain and observed
the movement reaction of its
forefoot. They also measured
the EMG of the trapezius. ott
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New temperature control technology
for demanding applications
-50 °C ... +200 °C
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ACQUISITION

Danaher to Take Over Biopharma
Business from GE Life Sciences

LINKÖPING/SWEDEN —
Most people have experienced that their hearing is
impaired and the ear feels
numb after listening to loud
sounds. After a while hearing returns to normal.
Swedish scientists have discovered that a tiny structure in the cochlea known
as the tectorial membrane
plays an important role in
this process, by acting as a
storage depot for calcium
Pierre Hakizimana is one of the
researchers behind the new study
ions.
Calcium ions play a key
on hearing.
role in the processes that
make hearing possible. Previous research has shown that the fluid
that surrounds the sensory cells in the cochlea has a low concentration of calcium ions. There were, however, questions surrounding this, because sensory cells that are placed in fluids with the
natural level of calcium no longer work normally. The scientists at
Liu (Linköping University) have investigated the calcium ion concentration in the inner ear of guinea pigs, which is very similar to
the human ear. By fluorescently labelling the calcium ions, the
researchers discovered that a membrane that lies on top of the sensory cells, the tectorial membrane, has a much higher concentration of calcium ions than the surrounding fluid. The membrane
seems to function as a store, such that the sensory cells are surrounded by higher levels of calcium ions than previously believed.
When the scientists added a substance that mops up calcium ions,
the sensory cells ceased to function. When they then expose isolated inner ears to loud noise in the lab, the level of calcium in the
tectorial membrane also falls, and the sensory cells cease to function. After a while, the calcium ion concentration returns to its
previous level, and the sensory cells start to function again.
ott

WASHINGTON/USA — Danaher has entered into a definitive
agreement with General Electric Company to acquire the Biopharma business of GE Life Sciences for a cash purchase price of approximately 21.4 billion dollar. The acquired business will be established as a stand-alone operating company within Danaher’s 6.5 billion dollar Life Sciences segment, joining the company's Pall,
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, Sciex, Leica Microsystems, Molecular Devices, Phenomenex and IDT businesses. The transaction is
expected to be completed in the fourth quarter of calendar year
2019, and is subject to customary conditions, including receipt of
applicable regulatory approvals. GE Biopharma is a provider of instruments, consumables, and software that support the research,
discovery, process development and manufacturing workflows of
biopharmaceutical drugs.
ott

HERBICIDES

TRONDHEIM/NORWAY — Phytoplankton form the base of the
marine food chain but are difficult for scientists to account for. An
independent underwater vehicle designed by Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) has accomplished this task.
Runde, a triangle-shaped island off the mid-Norwegian coast, is
known for its large seabird populations, including Atlantic puffins
and Northern Gannets. In recent years, bird numbers here and in
much of the North Atlantic have dropped precipitously. No one
knows quite why. As a first step in their search for clues, NTNU
researchers had assembled an interdisciplinary team of geologists,
biologists, mathematicians, computer scientists and engineers,
like Trygve Olav Fossum, whose two metre-long autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) would contribute to one of the most unusual pieces of information on the Gunnerus’s week-long survey.
Fossum’s AUV, named after the Norwegian oceanographer Harald
Sverdrup, collects information that is to allow scientists to make a
3D map of hot spots of phytoplankton. The 3D maps, in turn, could
provide important clues as to why bird populations around Runde
were plummeting.
ott

Source:Thor Balkhed

Why Loud Sounds (Reversibly)
Impair Hearing

Glyphosate May Have Negative
Impact on Phosphorus Levels
MONTREAL/CANADA — A new research from McGill University
reveals an overlooked impact that the widely used herbicide glyphosate may be having on the environment. The study focuses not on
direct health risks associated with the herbicide, but on its contribution to environmental phosphorus levels, an issue that has yet
to receive much attention. In many agricultural areas, decades of
phosphorus-based fertilizer use have led to a saturation of the soil’s
capacity to hold the nutrient. This increases the likelihood that any
additional phosphorus applied to the land will run off into waterways. Until now, regulations to limit phosphorus pollution have
focused on the use of fertilizers. The new study argues that the recent and rapid rise in glyphosate use has magnified its relative importance as a source of anthropogenic phosphorus, especially in
areas of intensive corn, soybean and cotton cultivation.
ott
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Smart Underwater Vehicle Maps
Phytoplankton in the Ocean

An artist’s visualization of Harald in
the ocean, detecting and measuring
chlorophyll as an indication of phytoplankton amounts and locations.
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IMMUNOLOGY

Source:Ulf Sirborn

Premature Babies Already Carry
Protective Antibodies

Dieudonne Nkulikiyimfura, Petter Brodin and Christian Pou conducted the study on antibodies in premature babies.

STOCKHOLM/SWEDEN — Even premature babies carry anti-viral antibodies transferred from the mother, researchers at Karolinska Institutet in Sweden report in a paper on maternal antibodies
in newborns, published in Nature Medicine. The results could
change the approach to infection sensitivity in newborns. Antibodies are transferred from the mother’s blood to the fetus that give the
newborn passive defence against infection. Since most of this process takes place during the third trimester of the pregnancy, doctors
have regarded very premature babies as being unprotected by such
maternal antibodies. However, now that the total repertoire of maternal anti-viral antibodies has been analysed in neonates by researchers at Karolinska Institutet and Karolinska University Hospital, another picture is emerging. The scientists saw that babies
born as early as in week 24 also have maternal antibodies. The study
comprised 78 mother-child pairs. 32 of the babies were very premature (born before week 30) and 46 were full-term. The repertoire
of maternal antibodies was the same in both groups. The scientists
hope that this makes scientists reconsider some preconceived ideas about the neonate immune system.
ott

CHEMICALS

Collaboration to Identify Plastic
Additives in EU
BRUSSELS/BELGIUM — The comprehensive inventory of all plastic additives used to date in the EU, published recently by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA), is an important step towards
better risk assessment of these substances under Reach and CLP.
Cefic and its members worked alongside ECHA, the plastics value
chain represented by Plastics Europe and European Plastics Converters, academics and EU member state representatives for two
years to screen some 1,000 substances. Together they identified
the substances that are actually used as plastic additives in the EU
and validated data on their intrinsic properties. The data provided
by the industry helped ECHA and a team of researchers develop a
model to calculate the release potential of each substance into the
environment. The data will need to be combined with the hazard
characteristics of each substance for a full risk assessment.
ott
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Meets your Specific
Weighing Needs
Customizable Modularity in Lab Balances // Accurate precision weighing takes
patience and rigor, but even then, several variables can affect the ability to
weigh accurately. Therefore, a balance must be adaptable to a lab’s specific
needs and situation. A fully customizable laboratory balance is ideal to align
with each lab’s unique demands and requirements to help maximize operational
efficiency and experimental outcomes.

LO R I M . K I N G*

B

alances are used in nearly
every workflow in the laboratory setting, from preparation
of reagents and standards to calibrating mechanical pipettes. Highly
precise weighing may not be necessary for all workflows, but high performance balances are nevertheless
an absolute necessity for those working in pharmaceutical, R&D, quality
control, and analytical laboratories.
Accurate precision weighing takes
patience and rigor, but even then,
several variables can affect the ability to weigh accurately, such as the
location of the balance in the lab and
the environment around the balance. Therefore, a balance must be
able to deliver accurate weighing
under the lab’s specific conditions.

vide the most reliable and repeatable
weighing results within that lab’s
unique situation.
The ability to pick and choose the
hardware, accessories, software,
and applications for each balance
used in a lab allows researchers to
meet their specific needs and situation, thus minimizing their research
costs and maximizing return on investment. Most balances, however,
come with a fixed set of specifications. The Cubis II balance, with its

practical array of modular components, including hardware, software, applications, and accessories
offers labs the potential to fully individualize their balance, thus enabling faster, more efficient workflows and enhanced protocol applications.
The customizable modularity of
the Cubis II balance, starts with
hardware; customers may choose
from among 45 weighing modules,
two user interfaces, and seven draft

A Lab Balance must
be adaptable
Regardless of what type of lab environment in which a balance is used,
whether pharmaceutical lab or academic, lab weighing requirements
can be highly individual. Labs may
be limited in where their balance can
be placed due to space restrictions
and may have their own protocols
for weighing and preparing samples.
Lab balances, must, therefore, pro* L. M. King
Essen BioScience, Inc. (Part of the Sartorius Group), Ann Arbor, Michigan/USA
Phone +1-734-769-1600
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1 The new Cubis II
offers thousands of
different hardware
configurations.
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2 The status
center provides a
direct overview
of the functional
status of the
balance.

shields. Depending on a lab’s specific needs, for instance, weighing
modules may be ultra-micro- or micro, semi-micro or analytical, precision, or high-capacity.

Balance control with standard operation procedures

LAB Tip+

more information:

• Get more information
on Sartorius balances
program at www.
sartorius.com/en/
products/weighing/.
• Visit Sartorius at the
Analitika Expo in
Moscow from April 23
to 26 (Pavilion 1 Hall,
tand A315). More information at www.
analitikaexpo.com.
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Both user interfaces allow
touch-control and include essential
weighing applications. The advanced user interface has the ability
to run tasks with integrated QApps,
which are clustered by theme in
packages according to topic. For
example, the Pharma package contains QApps special made to support
all requirements for regulatory compliance, which has high importance
for Pharma customers.
The QApps are clearly structured
and compact, so they are easy to test
and validate. Moreover, if customers have special needs regarding
their SOPs or workflows, Sartorius
developers are able to modify the
software exactly to the customer’s
needs.

In addition, to help enhance productivity, efficiency, and data integrity in the lab, the advanced user
interface allows communication
over standard internet protocols.
This standardized communication
technology eliminates manual data

transcription errors and enhances
data quality and integrity because it
communicates directly with external software systems, such as Laboratory Information Management
Systems (LIMS) or Electronic Laboratory Notebooks (ELN).

3 With an optional printer, the weighing results can be printed out directly.
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Balance Placement and
Environmental Effects
Ideally, balances are placed in areas
that are quiet, temperature-controlled, and draft-free, and the more
accurate the balance, the more care
is needed when placing the balance
in the lab. However, balances are
often placed in unideal locations; in
many if not most labs, space is limited, and instruments must be
placed where room can be found.
High-resolution balances must,
therefore, be able to operate accurately in these unideal locations,
and must be able to report to the
user when and how the placement
conditions are affecting weighing
results.
Almost all physical variables,
such as vibration, drafts and air
pressure, temperature, humidity,
and static electricity, can affect
weighing accuracy with high-resolution balances. Because of its intelligent design and the ability to monitor environmental influences and
the status of the balance via a dashboard, the Cubis II series of lab balances ensures the highest level of
weighing accuracy and precision no
matter where the balance is placed
in the lab.

Climate and environment
monitoring
An interface unit can be chosen for
the Cubis II balance that actively
monitors temperature, atmospheric
pressure, and humidity with climate
sensors and alerts users to the potential for these variables to affect their
weighing results.
Balance draft shields are designed
to protect substances being weighed
from the effects of drafts and static
electricity. Drafts and moving air
will be detected by highly precise
balances. Even updrafts from warming and downdrafts from cooling
weighing vessels may cause errors
in weighing measurements. The
mechanical force exerted by static
electricity is also detectable with analytical balances with an increasing
influence on micro- and ultramicro
balances, and is the cause of instability in weighing measurements.
Static can build up on weighing
vessels (glass and plastic tend to promote static), the user operating the
LAB Worldwide  March 2019

4 The Cubis II is
easy to clean.

balance (for instance, by scuffing the
soles of shoes on carpets), the substance being weighed (often by friction in powders in low humidity
conditions), and even the surface on
which the balance is placed.
Static elimination accessories,
such as external air ionizers, can be
purchased to dissipate static charges
in the air around the balance. However, the innovative draft shield
technology of the Cubis II balance
not only protects from drafts, but
has an optional accessory to eliminate static effects. This draft shield
is an automatic glass draft shield
that may be operated by gesture sensors, allowing the user to open the
draft shield and print with specific
movements of the hand over the infrared sensor, and including an integrated ionizer to eliminate static
charges on samples and sample containers. The Cubis II draft shields
have a conductive coating for extra
protection against electrostatic
build-up, particularly that which
derives from users.

Automatic, motorized levelling for faster accuracy
One of the factors affecting accurate
results is correct levelling of the balance. Modern balances work by electromagnetic force compensation.
An unknown’s mass is calculated
from the linear force applied by that
unknown against the adjustable and
known linear force applied by an

electromagnet at a specific spatial
position. Because the specific spatial
location must be precisely known,
balances must be precisely levelled,
and even being slightly off-level can
introduce systematic error. Balances generally have a level indicator
and ways to correct the level through
adjustable feet.
However, changing the position
on a balance table, for instance, for
cleaning or by swaying of the entire
floor on upper stories can throw a
balance off true-level, and achieving
true level can be tedious process.
The Cubis II line of balances solves
this problem with a quick and easy,
motorized, auto-levelling function
to simplify the process of preparing
the balance for use and keeping it
level for the most accurate weighing
results.

Conclusion: modularity helps
customers
The Cubis II laboratory balance is the
only premium, completely configurable, high-performance portfolio
of both lab weighing hardware and
software.
The balance has a fully customizable hardware, software, and connectivity suite with thousands of
different configurations that will
align with each lab’s unique demands and compliance requirements to help maximize operational
efficiency and experimental outcomes.
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1 The Cyclops
Tumbler is a mixer
for industrial
applications.

Without Interference
Process optimization // The homogenization of solids is i.a. relevant in drug
production, where the active ingredients must be evenly distributed in the
individual tablets. But how can the timing of complete homogenization be
determined and the mixing process optimized? Infrared probes and statistical
experimental design are suitable here.

GIUSI MONDELLI*

I

n pharmacy, blending is the central process in the manufacturing
of tablets, capsules and other
solid dosage forms, the so-called
OSDs, short for Oral Solid Dosages.
Therefore, it is enormously important that the finished mixture of the

* G. Mondelli:
IMA Active, 40064 Ozzano dell'Emilia/
Italy, Phone +39-051-6514-111
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components is homogeneous. This
is the only way to ensure that each
individual tablet contains the exact
amount of active substance and that
oral administration of the pills according to the package leaflet is safe
for the consumer. This explains why
the final blend homogeneity is one
of the main goal to match the specifications on the final oral solid dosage form.

“Impact-free” Process
Monitoring for safe medicine
To provide the highest quality medicines, the United States Food and
Drug Administration is issuing FDA
guidelines on how to monitor the
manufacturing process of OSDs. Its
assessment requires to be performed
by determining the blending behaviour over the time and evaluating the
March 2019  LAB Worldwide
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mixing without changing the state
of the blend; this can be accomplished by a Process Monitoring approach “impact-free”, suitable for a
continuous verification during the
process in order to collect a huge
amount of data that can be representative of the whole production
batch ensuring a high level of control.

Online analysis using NIR
probe
The blend may be monitored thanks
to one of the most powerful Process
Analytical Technology (PAT) based
on the acquisition of an NIR signal
(near-infrared signal from 900 –
1650 nm) over time. In the experiments of a case study described below the variation of the variability of
the signals, measured as standard
deviation, was followed along time,
applying the so-called Moving Block
Standard Deviation (MBSD). Thanks
to near infrared technology implemented online, it was possible to
measure homogeneity in continuum during this manufacturing
phase.
The study using a laboratory scale
tumble blender Cyclops Lab,
equipped with a 15 litres bin, was
carried out to evaluate both the Critical Quality Attributes (CQAs) of Raw
Materials and Critical Process Parameters (CPPs). The experimental
procedure was define thanks to a
rational planning, by means of a Design of Experiments (DoE). In more
detail a full factorial design was used

to explore the variability inside the
whole experimental domain.

Process optimization by statistical experimental design
During the experiments, a well-defined placebo formulation containing Riboflavin powder was used to
replace the original active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). Riboflavin, also called vitamin B2, is a vitamin from the B complex. In-line NIR
wireless spectrometer (MicroNIR
PAT-W, Viavi Solutions, USA) was
installed on the tumble blender for
acquiring continuous data along the
whole process. The final aim of this
study was to determine on-line and

in a complete non-destructive way
the endpoint of the process, thanks
to the application of advanced chemometric strategies.
First of all, the effect of critical
factors (bin filling, rotation speed,
mixing time), at three levels, and
one categorical variable (particle size
of cellulose), at two levels, were examined through the experimental
design for a total of 58 experiments.
In this way it is possible to understand not only the influence of the
factors on the blending process but
also the interaction between the factors under study. Multivariate design of experiment allows to understand the dynamics behind this
widespread process.

2 MBSD profile for
cellulose particles
of size 50 μm
(PH101) and 100
μm (PH102) at
fixed process
parameters
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Table 1: Used parameters for the statistical experimental design. The cube illustrates the 27 different possible combinations of parameters I, II and III.
III

0
–1

0

1

I

Rotation speed

Mixing time

MCC
Particle size

[%]

[RPM]

[min]

[µm]

30

10

15

50

Central Point (0)

52.5

15

20

–

Max Level (+1)

75

20

25

100

0

II

Min Level (–1)

Moreover, the spectra acquired
thanks to the NIR sensors were used
for performing a trend analysis
based on the MBSD profile.

LAB Tip+

• You will find more on
the topic process optimization on www.
lab-worldwide.com.
• Meet IMA Industries at
Medtec Live: May 2123, 2019 in Nuremberg/Germany (more
information on www.
medteclive.com).

How the flowability of the
mixture is affected
The results of this data processing
were discussed together with the
statistical evaluation of the three
responses selected — Riboflavin
Content Uniformity (HPLC Mean
Concentration and RSD%), density
(bulk and tapped) and flowability
index (iCarr) — showing that the
physical characteristics of raw materials strongly influence the blend’s
flowability. As expected, blends
having different particle-size distribution behave differently during the
mixing process (Fig. 2) while the
equipment set-up mainly influences
the blend’s uniformity.
For all the experiments, it was
possible to notice that higher rotation speeds and longer mixing times

lead to have smoother MBSD profile
(Table 1); this behaviour was highlighted at the maximum bin filling
for the less flowable blend — containing cellulose 50 µm — and at the
medium bin filling for the more
flowable blend — containing cellulose 100 µm. These outcomes were
supported by the results obtained
from wet chemistry in terms of Riboflavin Content Uniformity — determined by the criteria established
from Authorities.
In light of the study, carried out
until now, a pilot scale up stage is
planned, being the NIR sensor applicable to all tumbler bin scale. In this
way, the possibility to obtain correlated blending profile and to provide
a reliable in-process product characterisation will be tested.
In conclusions, the proposed approach provides a cutting edge sensor that monitors the blending process without any perturbation of the
system under study; possible errors
associated with these measure-

LAB Info

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

PRODUCING TABLETS
Tablets usually consist of one or more powdered active ingredients which are mixed with
fillers and other excipients and pressed together. To facilitate the processing of the powders,
the powder mixtures are often first converted into a granular form. This increases the
flowability and also improves the homogeneity in the finished tablets. This is because in
the granules grains, the individual substances are already firmly connected, while in a
mixture of the pure powders, individual components could be separated due to different
grain size or other properties.
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III

Container
filling

1
I
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II

ments are furthermore take into
account.

The Cyclops Lab as an
example
In the case study described above, a
Bin-Tumbler from IMA Active was
used: The Cyclops Lab, which was
designed for the production of small
batches (up to 20 liters) as well as for
R&D applications. The laboratory
tumbler ensures minimum encumbrance and easy moving inside the
processing area. The Bin Lab geometry is proportional to the industrial
bin for scaling-up activities. The
powder container can be coupled to
a NIR spectrometer for the in-line
monitoring of the blending process.
Cyclops is a bin tumbler designed
for blending and homogenizing
powders and granules for the pharmaceutical, food and chemical industries. The tumbler can be installed through-the-wall for top-level GMP configuration and space
saving in the processing area. Cyclops fits the innovative Trigon System, a universal bin-blocking system with a unique GMP design. This
system completely blocks and
blends a large series of bins without
the need for any additional device.
The rotation axis of the Trigon System can be inclined also on the vertical plane, in order to determine a
double inclination for optimal mixing. Cyclops is available in three
more models, which differ for the
capacity of the standard containers:
Cyclops Mini (up to 250 litres), Cyclops Midi (up to 600 litres) and Cyclops Maxi (up to 2,000 litres). 
March 2019  LAB Worldwide
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NEW! - BIOPHARMACEUTICAL APPLICATION NOTEBOOK
Discover the best methods for the (U)HPLC analysis of biomolecules! Request
a copy of the application notebook now at http://bit.ly/UHPLC-ApplicationBook
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1 Multilab is available in
different process combinations. It allows feasibility
studies as well as process
development. Small production batches of 0.5 l to 10 l
are possible, too.

All-in-one Solution
for the Lab
For all processes in the laboratory involving solids // Anyone looking to bring
innovative pharmaceutical products onto the market quickly needs future-proof scalable solutions for laboratory systems that meet the growing
demands on performance, safety and process efficiency.

AXEL FRIESE*

A

ny manufacturer of pharmaceuticals in solid dosage
forms who is engaged in development and/or process optimization will be familiar with the situation: many different active agents,
changing experiment situations,
small quantities. And yet the process is supposed to be fast and deliver reproducible results and, if suc-
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cessful, be capable of being ramped
up to production scale. Efficiency
and safety need to be reconciled — after all, more and more
drugs are highly potent and require
protective finishes and appropriate
measures. Clinical sample production processes face similar challenges and place even higher demands
on GMP standards. The situation in

order flow is aggravated even further, with changing customers increasing the risk of cross-contamination and with contracting bodies
also casting a keen eye over equipment and safety standards in their
* The author is Head of marketing at
Glatt, Binzen/Germany.
Contact: Phone +49-7621-664-145
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auditing procedures. Containment
is therefore on the rise, as are flexible and easily configurable systems
which are as multifunctional as possible.
Glatt has developed the Multilab
to cater precisely to these needs,
meeting the requirements of manufacturers of original and generic
drugs or contract manufacturers.
Besides granulation, drying and
coating, it combines the other processes in one machine on a laboratory scale and represents a groundbreaking achievement on the part of
the process engineers.

Configurable for any
Application
The machine can therefore be configured as an end-to-end batch granulation line for the laboratory, from
weighing to emptying, with seamless flow and shortest paths from
powder to coated tablet, all in one

safe and contamination-free process. There is currently a choice of
twelve processes, allowing the operator to assemble the system to suit
the application in any given case.
The Twinpro, the winner of the Innovation Award at Achema 2018, is
now also available as the Twinpro
Lab. The machine combines two
batch processes in one high-shear
granulation and fluidized-bed drying line.
In addition to the tangential
spray, top spray and bottom spray
process modules, the Multilab offers
various designs of rotor systems.
Wet and dry screening equipment
rounds off the range of batch processes. The Multilab also closes the
gap to the successful modular continuous system Modcos.
The new patent-pending filter
technology is designed as a modular
system enabling simple and flexible
configuration with a choice of three
variable filter designs and two differ-

ent filter housings. The design significantly reduces the surface area
in contact with the product by half
compared to conventional exhaust
filter systems which also results in a
50% lower air-to-cloth ratio, improving process control while at the
same time reducing wear and lowering the overall height.

Variable Containment Level
and Cleaning Cycle
Depending on the safety requirements and production parameters
in any given case, operators can
choose between three containment
levels and the relevant cleaning systems. “Containment and the required cleaning were integral to the
development and can therefore be
used at any level as needed,” said
product manager Dr. Adrian Kape.
“Everything is possible, from low
protection requirements right
through to high containment at the

LAB Tip+

more information:

• Visit Glatt at Powtech
in Nuremberg/Germany from April 9 — 11
(Hall 3/3-249) More
Information at www.
powtech.com.
• At www.glatt.com in
the download/media
section you can find
several videos regarding the technology
behind the Glatt product porfolio.
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2 A flexible vertical granulator
provides highshear granulation
for quickly creating of compact
granulates.

highest risk level. The system can be
easily retrofitted.” This complete
package increases flexibility in the
laboratory and allows varying degrees of freedom.

Intelligent System for
efficient handling
Importance was also attached to the
quality of the design. A GMP-compliant mix of safety glass and stainless steel is used. In the process of
developing the new mix of materials, Dr. Adrian Kape was keen that it
would not only look good, but also
offer advantages in terms of cleaning
and durability. As a pioneer in innovative process solutions, the Glatt
brand has always been synonymous
with professional design with all the
benefits of integrated technology, as
Kape emphasized.

Speed is not exactly rocket science
with frequent product changes but
it is the result of a sophisticated design. Form follows function — and
this premise underpinning the Glatt
philosophy has been built on in
every respect in the new Multilab.
The focus is always on the operator
who benefits from improved modular capability, straightforward transport thanks to the slim, space-saving
design, and optimized cleaning and
maintenance. The assembly process
is based on the poka-yoke principle.
The all-rounder can be reconfigured
in just a few simple steps. Smooth
surfaces without gaps reduce contamination and facilitate the cleaning process. This reduces the
amount of time required for cleaning until the system is reused. The
Multilab is truly lightweight and fits
through any door. Thanks to its low
overall height, it can easily be moved
or transported at any time. The compact design also saves space and
minimizes the work involved if the
operator wants to extend the laboratory equipment. This is a real advantage in laboratories where space is
often limited. Stand-alone machines
take up much more space than the
compact Multilab. It is also true in
many cases that process lines cannot
be linked together to keep the transfer lines as short as possible. A
smaller number of components and
the use of durable, recyclable materials also reduce the ecological footprint.

LAB Info

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

12 ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF MULTILAB
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All-in-one solution for all process options
Easy-connect system with split filter for simple docking and fast process changeover
Perfect for all containment levels with the required cleaning facilities
Seamless, impact-proof and scratch-resistant glass surfaces for optimum cleaning
Economical on space and easy to transport — fits through any standard door
Optional wall installation
Optimized process gas routing, cutting system response times by around 20%
New filter technology
Option of configuration as a turnkey batch granulation line for the laboratory Glatt View
batch control system
• Scada for full process control for laboratory equipment as well PAT integration
• Glatt Q-Drive maximum torque at any speed
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Control Along the Lines of the
Large-Scale Plant
The path to Industry 4.0 requires
new groundbreaking solutions for
full process flexibility and expandability for future options. Short system response times mean accelerated processes, and the intuitive operating system with Glatt View control
guarantees full control of all process
options.
The multi-port facility and sufficient computing power allow flexible connection to different PAT systems and their integration. “We have
taken the control unit from the pilot
systems and production lines,” explained the project manager, adding
that this enables the complete integration of PAT systems and reduces
the need for training enormously.
It is easier for users who are familiar with the large-scale systems.
What is more, the Glatt View batch
process control unit has already undergone several optimization stages
and has been thoroughly tried and
tested over time. The modular design allows simple integration of
future processes.

Intuitive Operation and
Self-explanatory Interfaces
The touch control system is intuitive
and the configuration of the human-machine interfaces is self-explanatory. Flow charts with optional
animation are displayed on a large
19" HD monitor which is also available in an explosion-proof (Ex) design.
A recipe management function
for batch processes is of course also
available. Process data can be evaluated and the entire system is fully
compliant with 21 CFR Part 11.
The Glatt View system can be integrated into the customer network
via Ethernet and into MES or ERP
systems via an OPC/XML interface.
Adaptations to the MES system operated by the customer are possible
at any time.
As summed up by product manager Kape: The more process modules are purchased by a pharmaceutical laboratory, the more the investment in the Multilab pays off due to
the clever distribution of components within the pharmaceutical
installation.
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1 Uwe Oppermann: “The extensive
range of equipment in our European
Application Center in Duisburg enables us to answer even complex
customer enquiries quickly.”

LAB Exclusive interview

An Increasingly
Complex “Cocktail”
Safe, clean foods // The burden of pollutants on our environment is growing,
and this is affecting our food. Uwe Oppermann, Market Manager Food and Food
Safety at Shimadzu, explains what this means for analytics and how modern
methods will also lead to better food in our exclusive interview.

LAB: Mr. Oppermann, managing adequate food supplies in the face of a
growing global population — what
does analytics contribute to solving
this major issue for the future?
Uwe Oppermann: Just like in many of
our other future topics such as climate change or energy consumption, analytics is a major enabler. It
is only with the aid of instrumental
analytics that we can locate harmful

Personal Profile

UWE OPPERMANN
Uwe Oppermann studied Mineralogy and Geochemistry
at the Technical University of Brunswick, after which
he was employed by TU Brunswick and the University
of Hanover as a research associate. He has worked at
Shimadzu in instrumental analytics since 1987. Since
2015, Oppermann has been in the role of Market Manager Food and Food Safety at Shimadzu Europe.
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substances like pesticides or heavy
metals in our raw ingredients, and
these methods enable us to manufacture high-technology foodstuffs
with their complex recipes in consistent qualities. But this is not a
new trend, it is something that has
been applied for decades.
LAB: Arsenic in rice or pesticides in
grain — without analytics it is not
possible to discover contaminations
in foods. What has happened in this
area with the advent of modern analysis methods?
Oppermann: Without modern analysis
methods, various analytical issues
particularly with regard to food safety would not even be possible. Species analysis is an important topic
here. For example, think about the
element mercury: it has long been
known that organic mercury compounds are much more toxic for
humans than the inorganically
bound mercury. It was already pos-

sible to demonstrate this 20 years
ago, albeit with fairly extensive demands in terms of equipment and
specialist knowledge. Coupling
techniques simplify this today,
thereby opening up this kind of issue
for routine analytics as well. With an
HPLC-ICP-MS system, users can perform such analyses very comfortably
themselves. This is combined with
software that controls all systems
and also warns the user about any
faults that occur. The importance of
this method is also reflected in the
fact that an increasing number of
this kind of determinations are making their way into DIN specifications, e.g. HPLC-ICP-MS for the determination of arsenic in rice.
LAB: Are there coupling methods
that are going to become more important for food analysis?
Oppermann: Well, alongside the now
classic GC/MS and LC/MS coupling
techniques, we should certainly
March 2019  LAB Worldwide
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mention the HPLC-ICP/MS methods
we have already spoken about, as
these open up yet another dimension thanks to ICP. The reason for
this is no doubt the fact that samples
are becoming increasingly complex,
which means that a large number of
substances need to be detected in
any given analysis. Take modern
plant protection products for example: Here, an ever more complex
and extensive pesticide cocktail
needs to be analyzed. The best
way to do this is with a completely automated system.
LAB: Will chromatic separation
still be relevant in 20 years’ time,
or will samples be injected directly into the mass spectrometer?
Oppermann: From my point of view
it is not possible without separation, because this step boosts analytical precision. And, as I just
said, pesticide mixtures are becoming increasingly complex,
while limits of detection are being
lowered all the time. I assume
that liquid or gas chromatography
separation will still be performed
in the future as a prior step before
many analytical investigations.
LAB: However, at the end of the
day it is always about what humans release into the environment.
Oppermann: That is absolutely
right. Although we need, of
course, to make a distinction here
between the things we purposely
release, such as pesticides or fertilizers, and what makes its way
into the environment through
emissions. But here again there is
no uniform pattern: pollution due
to arsenic and mercury for example is declining in Germany. By
contrast, other burdens are increasing, e.g. metals like palladium, platinum or rhodium — catalyst materials that make their
way into the environment
through automotive exhaust gases. And what this will mean in
terms of long-term health implications for us has not yet been
researched.
LAB: We have now spoken a lot
about plant-based materials. But
another important topic is, of
course, the technical food production. Are different analytical
methods and technologies used
here?

Oppermann: Here again, the first thing
to mention is the initial checks and
tests carried out on incoming goods:
raw materials need to be screened
for pesticides and mycotoxins. This
is because these substances can be
transported right throughout the
entire production process, meaning
that they end up in the end product,
e.g. a loaf of bread. Glyphosate levels in food is a current example of
this.

LAB: As an expert, what is your take
on the general reporting of such
“food scandals” like glyphosate in
beer?
Oppermann: The basic discussion, and
therefore also the way in which it is
reported, is correct. Of course, pesticides like glyphosate should not be
in our beer. However, you do have
to ask the question: how harmful is
it to the human body in the concentration we are talking about here?
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2 Uwe Oppermann: “With
our SFE/SFC system, analytical
processes can be
fully automated
without prior
preparations.”
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The glyphosate levels were so low
that a person would have to drink
around 1,000 liters of beer in a single day in order to consume a significant amount in terms of potential
harm to their health. Analytics has
contributed to this conversation by
adding information, so it is absolutely essential.
LAB: What do current food trends
mean for you in terms of method
development? For example, how are
you approaching the constantly rising demand for vegetarian substitutes?
Oppermann: Alongside the already-mentioned methods, there
are a number of other issues that
come into play here. We are in a constant dialog with food producers,
their contract laboratories and also
the corresponding reference laboratories, which then develop the
standardized methods. In Almeria
in Spain, there are 35,000 hectares
of greenhouses — more than anywhere else in the European Union.
This is home to one of the largest
reference laboratories for pesticide
analytics. The experts there use our
systems like SFC-MS/MS in their efforts to develop standard methods,
which are then also used by us at our
European Application Center in
Duisburg.
LAB: Let us move on to a topic that is
controversial in Germany: genetically modified plants. What is expected of the associated analytical
techniques, and how do you deal
with this as a manufacturer?

Oppermann: That is absolutely right.
In the USA foods that contain genetically modified ingredients are accepted. But here in Germany — and
in large parts of the European Union
— the situation is quite different.
Here, it is particularly important to
determine the origin of a specific
ingredient, and to distinguish it
from others. One example: the Indonesian coffee Kopi Luwak. This
coffee bean is produced through a
very unusual method of fermentation. Palm civets eat the coffee cherries and then defecate the partially
digested beans. The enzymes in the
stomach of the civets thus impart
the unique flavor on the coffee
beans. We have developed a GC-MS
application for this that allows this
— extremely expensive — coffee to
be distinguished from other types.
LAB: A type of coffee that is particularly expensive is a good example.
After all, it is not only random impurities that show up in food products. Criminal manufacturers often
cut their products with cheap ingredients out of greed for profit. I assume that your methods are in de-

two-dimensional chromatography.
Other food products that are often
faked include apple juice, honey and
wine. Here we are working together
with local producers and the corresponding authorities.
LAB: But regardless of whether we are
looking at food fraud or limit values,
it is ultimately up to the legislators?
Oppermann: I certainly cannot give
you a one-size-fits-all answer to that
question. Here is a current example:
at present, there is a lot of discussion
about the topic of food packaging
and the migration of mineral oil contaminants into the products — keyword MOSH/MOAH. The analytical
methods for this have been developed by us, and manufacturers and
contract laboratories are already
using them. We know that we can
detect even extremely small concentrations of these substances reliably
and effectively. However, no limits
have been defined to date. The European Union is set to end the monitoring program this year, and will
not introduce such limits until the
data has been analyzed.
LAB: To close, we would like to return

“ Without modern analysis meth-

ods, various analytical issues particularly with regard to food safety would
not even be possible. ”
UWE OPPERMANN

Market Manager Food, Shimadzu Europa

mand here?
Oppermann: Yes, we call this food
fraud — it is an important topic for
us, and analytics can deliver the answers that are needed. One of the
most commonly faked food products
is olive oil. Even when regions produce several million hectoliters of
olive oil, the cultivated area does
eventually reach its limits. Criminal
producers then attempt to boost
profits by mixing in cheaper oils. We
have developed a method for this
that delivers guaranteed results in
terms of spotting the fake oil. Important factors here are in particular the
suitable system configuration with
GCxGC-MS and powerful software
like Chrom-Square, which enables

to analytical technology and the
methods used. What current trends
are you aware of?
Oppermann: Just like in almost all other areas, automation is an important
issue. And I am not just talking
about the analysis process. In particular, the automation extends to
the sample prep — we offer systems
for the analysis of pesticides, mycotoxins or MOSH/MOAH compounds. With our SFE/SFC system,
analytical processes can be fully automated without prior preparations.
And, at the end the software then
provides the user with libraries for
identifying the substances.
Mr. Oppermann, thank you for taking the time to talk to us.
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Production Facility Cell
Determining total and viable cell density with in-line sensors // The cultivation
of animal cells for the purpose of overexpression of certain proteins is not
to be excluded from today’s biotechnology. For a sustainable research and
development of cell culture technology, suitable sensors are needed, with
which the researcher always and fully keeps an eye on the cell density.

E L E N A D I L B A*

W

hether multiple sclerosis,
rheumatoid arthritis or
cancer — numerous biotechnologically produced proteins,
have today found their way into the
therapeutic application. Most of
them are produced in mammalian
cell cultures. Back in 1988 Prof. Dr.Ing. Jürgen Lehmann already real-

* E. Dilba: Jansen Communications,
57078 Siegen/Germany,
Contact Hamilton Bonaduz:
Phone +41-58-61010-10
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ized the rapid developments in biotechnology, especially in the field of
cell culture. Against this background, he founded the study group
for cell culture technology at the
technological faculty of the German
University Bielefeld. Now over 30
years later, this decision has proven
wise as the importance of animal
cells in biotechnology increased
enormously. They gained more importance not only as permanent cell
lines for the production of complex
recombinant proteins but also in the
field of tissue engineering and stem

cell biology. The study group’s aim
is hence to develop an efficient procedure for the production of pharmaceutically relevant proteins using
animal cell cultures. Furthermore,
the research team led since 2005 by
Prof. Thomas Noll, works on the further development of methods for
functional genome analysis for their
application in cell culture technology. 600 square meters of laboratory
space as well as 150 square meters
for a technical center are at the
group’s disposal for this purpose.
Sensors of Hamilton Bonaduz AG
March 2019  LAB Worldwide
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1 Therapeutic
proteins such as
antibodies are
mostly produced
biotechnologically
in animal cell
cultures.
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Useful data: Determining
viable cell density
In order to gain deeper insights in
the research field of cell culture
technology, a significant number of
organisms need to be cultivated in
differently sized vessels of the University Bielefeld. “We work with animal cells, to be more precise, with
CHO-cells. The bioreactors we use
have working volumes between a
few milliliters up to 20 liters, depending on the project, research
topic as well as on the budget”, explains Dr. Heino Büntemeyer, responsible for the study group of cell
culture in the fields of fermentation,

2 Dr. Heino Büntemeyer is responsible for the study
group of cell culture in the fields
of fermentation,
process analytics,
metabolome and
glyco analysis.

Sources: University Bielefeld

are used for determining important
parameters in order to not only allow
for a sustainable research but also
for the development of cell culture
technology.

process analytics, metabolome and
glyco analysis. Particularly of interest for the group and the students
involved are the procedures within
the CHO-cells and identifying when

their productivity reached its maximum. Process insights are gained by
the means of Hamilton pH and optical dissolved oxygen sensors, as well
as an Incyte sensor to measure the

HIPACE H

The turbopump with high compression, especially for light gases.
Ideal for UHV applications.

■
■
■
■

The highest level of compression, especifically for light gases
Ideal for HV and UHV applications
Best UHV pressures even in combination with diaphragm pumps
Intermittent mode offers energy savings of more than 90 % without any reduction in performance

Are you looking for a perfect vacuum solution? Please contact us:
Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH · Headquarters/Germany · T +49 6441 802-0 · www.pfeiffer-vacuum.com
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LAB Tip+

more information:

• You will find more on
this topic under the
search terms cell culture and process analytics
at
www.
lab-worldwide.com.
• You will find more information and applications at
www.
hamiltoncompany.
com/processanalytics/sensors/
cell-density.

viable cell density. These sensors
have already been used at the eight
lab stations for some time. The Incyte sensor was developed especially for applications using mammalian
cells, yeast, and high density bacteria. It measures the viable cell density in-line and in real time. Due to
the in-line measurement, actual
information is directly available allowing the detection of process deviations immediately. Thus necessary countermeasures can be taken
right away. “Monitoring viable cell
density offers useful data in order to
set up optimal cultivation conditions and to increase the yield of the
target molecule. Therefore it’s also
important to know the total cell density, and how many dead cells are
present”, explains the employee.

Identifying trends with
Dencytee
The persons responsible chose the
Dencytee sensor of Hamilton. Because of the great experience with
the Incyte sensor, standing out with
stable readings, durability, and an
easy operation, the people in charge
have also chosen Dencytee. Additionally to the easy integration in the
existing measurement environment, a major reason for the purchase was a doctoral thesis, in which
in-line sensors should be applied for
measuring cell density. “With Dencytee measuring total cell density,
were able to follow the course of the
cultivation and to receive current

LAB Info

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

WHAT ARE CHO-CELLS?
CHO cells are immortalized cell lines from the ovaries of the Chinese hamster (Cricetulus griseus); CHO
stands for Chinese Hamster Ovary. CHO-cells are one
of the most commonly used cell lines used in cell
biology and in the biotechnological production of
drugs such as therapeutic antibodies. Amongst others,
their advantages lie in the fact that recombinant proteins can be well overexpressed in them, and therefore also economically overexpressed, and that
these products have a mammalian pattern of
post-translational modifications.
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3 Experiment at the German University Bielefeld with Hamilton sensors

status values. In this way, we can
identify a trend relatively fast or
even at least at an early stage, and
make necessary corrections”, says
Dr. Büntemeyer. This was not possible prior to using the sensor, since
cell density sampling had to be taken
manually or semi-automatically and
analyzed afterwards. The time between taking a sample was ideally
twelve hours, which could not always be realized easily at the university’s everyday life. Important deviations were potentially missed,
leading to cell death. With Dencytee
all particles, cells, and molecules
scattering light at 880 nm are detected — viable as well as dead cells.

Compatibility speaks for
itself
The combination of Incyte and Dencytee allows for monitoring as well
as precise regulation of nutrients
during the cell culture’s growth
phase. For this purpose the sensors

used for twelve days straight, have
to offer continuously reliable measurements, followed by withstanding
cleaning and sterilization in an autoclave. Additionally, they are used
by students in internships, who do
not have much experience in this
matter, which makes a self-explanatory operation mandatory.

So far always to the full
satisfaction
“The sensors fulfill all these requirements. They run hassle-free and are
totally straightforward from a technical point of view”, explains the
researcher. He furthermore praised
the contact to the measurement experts: “We do not need their help
often, which is a good sign. But
everything runs smoothly, if the
sensors need an inspection at some
point. I would decide on Hamilton
any time again, due to the positive
experience and the compatibility
with the other sensors“.
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Simple, yet powerful, water analysis based on the EU Water Framework Directive //
A highly sensitive method for quantitative determination of around 100 contaminants in surface waters with and without sediment has been developed.
The key element of this GC-MS/MS-based method is analyte concentration by
Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE) using the Gerstel Twister.

O L I V E R L E R C H A N D JA S M I N Z B O R O N *

LAB Tip+

more information:

• More about this topic,
including references
and a table with limits
of determination for
the 100 contaminants
can be found by
searching for “Gerstel
Water analysis“ on
www.lab-worldwide.
com.
• Visit Gerstel at the
SBSE Technical Meeting 2019, September
23 - 24, 2019, Paris/
France (more information on www.sbseinternationalmeeting.
com)
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n 2000, the EU Parliament and
the Council released Directive
(2000/60/EC) [1] that focuses on
the protection and improvement of
the quality of surface waters and
ground water. The directive in its
own words “lays down a strategy
against the pollution of water. That
strategy involves the identification
of priority substances that pose a
significant risk to, or via, the aquatic environment at (European, Ed.)
Union level”. The directive was extended and amended in 2008
(2008/105/EC) [2] and in 2013
(2013/39/EU) [3]. In essence, the

* Dr. O. Lerch, J. Zboron:
Gerstel GmbH & Co. KG, 45473
Muelheim an der Ruhr, Germany,
Phone +49-208-76503-0

Water Framework Directive (WFD) of
the European Union (EU) makes it
mandatory for all member states to
take measures that enable them to
continually monitor and improve
the condition and quality of water
bodies in their territory: Various parameters must be monitored, including a range of identified key
chemical pollutants. In the EU WFD,
priority substances are listed.

A closer look at the
requirements
Commission Directive 2009/90/EC
provides technical details for the
chemical analysis and monitoring
specified in the EU WFD. Minimum
performance criteria for analytical
methods are specified, such as limits

of quantification (LOQs). Compound
LOQs lower than 30% of the respective Annual Average Environmental
quality standard (AA-EQS) values
are required, for some compounds
in the low- to sub-nanogram per liter range. For example, the required
LOQ for benzo[a]pyrene is
0.051 ng/L. Reaching such levels
requires a highly efficient analyte
concentration technique, such as
Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE),
combined with a highly sensitive
analysis technique. In addition, uncertainty of measurement must be
lower than 50% (k=2) at the specified EQS concentration value.
If these criteria cannot be met,
due to a lack of suitable analysis
methods, the EU-WFD offers some
freedom: Monitoring should then be
March 2019  LAB Worldwide
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Stirred, not Shaken

Water and Environmental Analysis  Chromatography

Proven water analysis
technique
Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE)
has long been used for environmental water analysis and has performed
well in round robin tests. In 2009,
the Environmental protection agency of the State of Bavaria, Germany
demonstrated SBSE performance in
full compliance with the requirements of the German Federal drinking water regulation (TrinkwV
2001). Furthermore, SBSE was previously successfully used for the
determination of priority pollutants
in surface waters following the EU
WFD 2000/60/EU. As a result of a
significant investment of time and
resources, the SBSE method has recently been optimized for highly
sensitive determination of the GC
compatible priority pollutants listed
in EU Directive 2013/39/EU — including particle adsorbed pollutants
— using one comprehensive method.

A detailed look at Stir Bar
Sorptive Extraction
The extraction medium used in SBSE is the patented Gerstel Twister, a
glass coated magnetic stir bar
mounted with a substantial sorbent
layer. The sorbents used are either
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or an
ethyleneglycol-silicone polymer
(EG-Silicone Twister). The extraction principle of SBSE, like that of
liquid-liquid extraction (LLE), relies
on partition, reaching equilibrium
between the aqueous sample and the
sorbent phase. In the work described
here, PDMS Twisters were used. Analyte extraction and -concentration
takes place while the Twister stirs
the sample. Subsequently, the
Twister is removed from the sample,
quickly dried, placed in a glass liner
for thermal desorption, and the liner placed in a sealed sample tray
position on the Multipurpose Sampler (MPS).
The MPS performs fully automated processing of large sample batches in combination with a Thermal
Desorber (Gerstel Thermal Desorption Unit [TDU]). Following thermal
LAB Worldwide  March 2019

1 The Twister is a
glass covered
magnetic stir bar
coated with a
substantial
amount of sorbent
phase, which
extracts a wide
range of compounds from
water.

Sources: Gerstel

performed using the best available
method that doesn’t lead to excessive cost.

desorption, analytes are focused in
a GC inlet (Gerstel CIS 4) and subsequently transferred to the GC column in split or splitless mode using
programmable heating. This approach ensures that extracted analytes can be transferred up to 100%
to the column for extreme sensitivity. The PDMS Twister is well suited
for non-polar to medium polarity
compounds while the EG-Silicone
Twister is mainly used for polar compounds that form hydrogen bonds
as proton donor, for example phenols, alcohols and organic acids.

Simple and efficient water
analysis
In this work, SBSE was our method
of choice for the GC compatible com-

pounds listed in the EU Water
Framework Directive (WFD). In addition to reaching the prescribed
LOQs, we also wanted to perform
quantitative determination of compounds adsorbed on particulate
matter, as demanded by the EU
WFD, including polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The overall analysis requires a special approach: At
first, we performed classical SBSE on
individual 100 mL samples, which
is a large enough volume to generate
meaningful results. After adding an
internal standard, we let a Twister
stir the sample for five hours to extract free organic compounds. The
Twister was then removed, an organic modifier was added to the
sample along with a second Twister,
and the sample extracted at elevated

2 In the Thermaldesorption unit,
extracted compounds are transferred from the
Twister to the GC.
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tation for surface water following
the EU guidelines. For Dichlorvos:
0.18 ng/L; using SBSE, we reached
0.073 ng/L. For Benzo(a)pyrene:
0.051 ng/L; using SBSE, we reached
0.033 ng/L. For pentachlorobenzene: LOQ of 2.1 ng/L; with SBSE,
we lowered it to 0.075 ng/L (see table 1, online). Comparable results
were achieved for around 100 other
contaminants.
Relative standard deviations
(RSDs) near the respective limits of
quantitation were between two and
ten percent for the vast majority of
compounds with an average of 6.9
percent. Trueness was between 90
and 110 percent in most cases. The
extractability and quantifiability of
particle adsorbed analytes was tested and confirmed using a certified
reference sediment (Wepal Setoc
745). Certified analysis results were
available for PAHs and a few chlorinated compounds.

3 Chromatogram
of p,p´-DDT at a
concentration of
0.068 ng/L spiked
in river water.

4 Chromatogram
of dichlorvos at a
concentration of
0.12 ng/L, spiked
in river water.

Assessing Stir Bar Sorptive
Extraction
temperature overnight. Using this
approach, compounds adsorbed on
particulate matter were successfully
released and extracted. The two
Twisters were transferred to a TDU
glass liner and simultaneously desorbed in the Thermal Desorption

LP Info

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

WHAT ARE EU ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY STANDARDS (EQS)?
EU Environmental quality standards (EQS) specify
maximum allowable concentration (MAC) levels for
pollutants in surface waters that must be adhered
to, at least within a foreseeable future. As the directive is worded: “with the aim of achieving good surface water chemical status in relation to those substances by 22 December 2021 by means of programs
of measures included in the 2015 river basin management plans…”. In the Environmental Quality Standards that apply to surface waters, there is differentiation between Annual Average Concentration (AAEQS) and Maximum Allowable Concentration (MACEQS) levels specified for “inland surface waters”, such
as rivers and lakes, or on the other hand for “other
surface waters”, listed as transitional, coastal and
territorial waters.
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Unit (TDU) using a temperature program (90 – 300 °C). The analytes
were focused in the Cooled Injection
System (Gerstel CIS 4) at -40 °C. The
CIS is a PTV type Universal GC inlet,
which can be heated very rapidly in
order to release analytes to the GC
column, in our case a HP 5ms Ultra
Inert (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 μm)
from Agilent Technologies. Following separation, the analytes were
determined using a Triple Quadrupol MS (Agilent Technologies 7010)
in Multi-Reaction Monitoring
(MRM) Mode.

Successful determination of
water contaminants
The newly developed SBSE-GC-MS/
MS method presented here is both
efficient and highly sensitive. We
were able to determine the GC compatible compounds listed in the EU
WFD at the levels specified — or
even well below — with three exceptions: cypermethrin, heptachlor,
and heptachlor epoxide. Those three
are also notoriously hard to determine at the required levels down to
sub-pg/L using conventional techniques.
In the following, we list a few examples of required limits of quanti-

SBSE using the Twister is simple to
perform and highly efficient, resulting in high sensitivity. In the case
described here, we successfully determined priority pollutants listed
in the EU WFD. The high sensitivity
is mainly due to the large volume of
Twister sorbent phase, in our case
63 µL, which guarantees a high concentration factor, vital for trace analysis. When the Twister is thermally
desorbed, the analytes extracted
from the sample are transferred
quantitatively to the GC. When doing liquid extraction and -injection,
only a small aliquot of the extract
can be injected.
SBSE performed on a 100 mL water sample coupled with thermal
desorption and a highly sensitive
triple quadropole mass spectrometer provides extremely low limits of
detection, reaching the sub-ng/L
range. A further bonus when using
Twister technology: The entire
method requires only a very small
amount of solvent. And since many
solvents are toxic, hazardous and
harmful to the environment, a reduction in the amount used would
seem particularly meaningful and
fitting in order to reach environmentally sustainable solutions for chemical analysis.
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Reactor

Temperature Control and Rapid Temperature Changes
Reactor temperature control, tests for all kinds of substances or temperature simulation — the Presto W55 from Julabo are made for highly precise temperature control and rapid temperature changes. According to the company it delivers high cooling and heating capacities
and is ideal for large external applications. Presto W55 offers cooling
and heating times within a temperature range of -55 to 250 °C and
temperature stability as high as +/-0.05 °C. In addition, it precisely
controls the temperature, thus enabling even faster temperature
changes, whether for reactors, material stress tests or temperature
simulations. It covers a cooling capacity of 15 kW at +20 °C and heating capacity of 15 kW. Highly efficient components give Presto W55
the ability to compensate for exothermic and endothermic reactions
with high speed. Maintaining control over pressure as it increases
protects applications and other investments. Permanent internal
monitoring and self-lubricating pumps ensure a long service life. The
integrated 5.7” industrial touch panel is clear and well organized, so
important information is readily available for enhanced user convenience.
// Phone +49-7823-510
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Julabo

3rd International Conference & Exhibition
CONFERENCE EXHIBITION & SEMINARS

22nd - 23rd MAY 2019
AHOY EXHIBITION CENTRE, ROTTERDAM

No wasted time! Meet Manufacturers and suppliers of Petrochemical and Oil Analysis
Instruments all in one place and at one time, compare products, technology and applications.
Rotterdam is an ideal location for visitors as it is placed in the heart of Europe with easy access
by car and by rail with excellent Air links for visitors from Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia
and the Americas.

PEFTEC will take place in Rotterdam in the Heart of the ARRA cluster (Antwerp-Rotterdam-Rhine-Ruhr
Area). Five oil refineries , 45 chemical companies, 5 biofuel producers, 2 biochemical factories and various
power stations are located locally in Europe’s biggest port, Rotterdam.
Peftec 2019 is a focused international Conference and Exhibition for Industry professionals specialising in
monitoring and analytical technologies for the Petroleum, Refining and Environmental Industries.
Peftec offers international visitors and experts an extensive conference and seminar programme on case
studies, regulation, standards and analytical techniques with a focussed exhibition of product and service
providers. The need to produce accurate analytical and monitoring data is essential to industry.

For more information email: info@peftec.com

www.PEFTEC.com

Topics and products
featured will include:
• Laboratory Testing and Measurement
• Petrochemical Analysis
• Emissions Monitoring in Air, Water and Soil
• Portable and Field Sampling
• Process Monitoring
• Methane Measurement
• Reference Materials
• Oil Analysis
• Calibration
• Regulation and Standards
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Pipetting Platform

laboratory Information Management

Compact Pipetting Robot

Lab Management Solution

A pipetting platform for a wide
range of applications is Cybio Felix from Analytik Jena. “Cybio
Felix is the most versatile and
flexible pipetting platform in our
portfolio. Whether MALDI sample preparation, genetic engineering, nucleic acid extraction,
cell application and many more
— the Cybio Felix is suitable for
the automation of virtually every
laboratory workflow,” says Manuela Beil-Peter, Director Business Sector Liquid Handling & Automation at Analytik Jena.

Labvantage Solutions unveiled Labvantage 8.4, the latest version
of the company’s comprehensive laboratory information management solution. Encompassing LIMS, ELN, and LES, Labvantage 8.4
incorporates new and updated features that increase lab efficiency
and effectiveness while making the work of managers and staff
easier. The most significant changes include new features for work
planning and managing resource capacity and availability, as well
as enhanced capabilities to ensure data privacy. The new WAP module allows laboratory managers to see current and upcoming scheduled work and make assignments based on the availability of individuals and user groups according to their corporate calendars and
lab resources. It also displays the calendar availability, existing
work assignments, work capacity, and the certification status of
the facility’s instruments.

// Phone +49-3641-7770
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Analytik Jena

// Phone +1-267-577-0806
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Labvantage Solutions

GC Portfolio

Tuberculosis Test

Agilent Technologies announced two new gas chromatography
systems that incorporate innovative and intelligent ‘self-aware’
predictive technology, expanding their suite of smart-connected
GC instruments. The new Agilent 8890 and 8860 GC systems extend the company’s portfolio of robust analytical instruments. Integrating intuitive color touch interfaces, the 8890 and 8860 GCs
are built on a next-generation electronic architecture platform,
based on the innovative technologies of the Intuvo 9000 GC.
Continuous system monitoring, automated diagnostics, and
built-in troubleshooting routines will help labs avoid unplanned
downtime and increase lab efficiency. Remote connectivity through
mobile devices such as tablets and laptops, allows operators to securely access instrument status and function while away from the
lab.

Qiagen announced plans to develop a proprietary new version of a
Quantiferon-based tuberculosis (TB) test dedicated and tailored to
the needs of low-resource regions with a high disease burden of TB.
The new testing solution, Quantiferon-TB Access (QFT Access), is
designed to pair ultrasensitive digital detection of latent TB infection with a complete workflow created with a focus on cost efficiency and ease of use.
Qiagen is developing QFT Access in a new partnership with Ellume, an Australian developer of high-performance digitally-enabled diagnostics. Clinical trials for QFT Access are planned to start
in 2019, and commercialization is expected to begin in 2020. QFT
Access has been designed to advance TB control in areas with limited infrastructure, including countries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America.

// Phone +1-408-345-8886
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Agilent Technologies

// Phone +49-2103-29-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Qiagen

LED Photoreactor

Process Control

The Photosyn high-power
photoreactor light module for
continuous flow chemistry
from Uniqsis is now available
with alternative LED array
configurations. According to
the experts of Uniqsis that
makes it compatible with a
broader range of photochemical reactions. The availability
of three new alternative
switchable LED configurations (Blue, UVA-Blue and Blue-GreenWhite) provides chemists with the ability to undertake almost any
photochemistry reaction.

SP Scientific launched the LyoS 2.0 — a line-of-sight enabled lyophilizer control system — able to control platforms from development to production units, making cycle transfer and scale-up simpler. The LyoS 2.0 control system delivers process control for all
stages of the cycle, from freezing to primary and secondary drying.
User definable process alarms protect product and automated system tests ensure lyophilizer is running optimally. The software
package is easy to use and visualise data. The LyoS 2.0 control system is designed to control proprietary SP freeze drying technologies
including Controlyo ice nucleation, Smart automatic cycle development and Lyoflux TDLAS continuous process monitoring. Optional 21 CFR Part 11 compliance capabilities ensure that LyoS 2.0
control system software is both fully configurable and fully validatable for regulated pharmaceutical and biotechnology applications.

// Phone +44-845-864-7747
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Uniqsis

// Phone +1-845-255-5000
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: SP Scientific

With Predictive Technology

For Continuous Flow Chemistry
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Advance Global TB Control

Lyophilizer Control System
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Gel Electrophoresis

Next Generation of Gel Documentation Systems
When international bioresearch equipment provider Labnet International launched their popular Electrophoresis and Molecular Biology
product line in 2002, the brand included a single Integrated Horizontal Gel Electrophoresis unit. Fast forward to 2019 and that product
line now includes over 30 electrophoresis products. Today, the Enduro line has further expanded with the addition of the next generation
of gel documentation systems, the Enduro GDS II and GDS Touch II.
The new gel documentation systems are used for visualization of DNA
and protein stained within a gel, providing photo documentation for
these gels in a laboratory setting. The GDS II comes in either a 302 nm
or 365 nm version and runs on Windows-based PCs. The GDS Touch
II comes in either a 302 nm or 365 nm wavelength version, with
470 nm epi-blue lights for use with Safe Dyes that eliminate the need
for ethium bromide. The GDS Touch II also includes a built-in Windows
10 tablet computer. Both versions come with an added storage location on top to help maximize bench space. According to the company
the Region of interest (ROI) function allows optimal exposure in less
than 30 seconds.
// Phone +1-732-417-0700
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Labnet International
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Releasable Antibodies

Reactors

Multicolor flow cytometry-based cell sorting is the method of choice
for isolating specific cell subsets. However, downstream applications using isolated cells are often limited since fluorescence channels and epitopes are blocked by the antibody-fluorochrome conjugates utilized for the flow sorting process. Miltenyi Biotec’s Realease Releasable Antibodies with the Realease Fluorochrome
Technology can be removed from cells after sorting. According to
the company sorted cells are label-free to provide maximal flexibility in downstream applications. Further benefits of the new Realease Releasable Antibodies are that marker epitopes become
accessible again for downstream applications (e.g. cell culture
experiments and cell analysis). Furthermore fluorescence channels
become available again for analysis of relabeled cells (e.g. microscopy applications).

The Drysyn Snowstorm systems from
Asynt deliver precise temperature
control of reactions from -60 to
150 °C. They have been designed to
be user friendly, with a small bench
top footprint. The Drysyn Snowstorm
One enables controlled chemistry to
be conducted on single flasks up to
1 litre in size, whilst the Snowstorm
Multi allows for up to three 100 ml
parallel reactions to be undertaken.
For smaller scale experiments, the
Drysyn Snowstorm Reactor allows
screening of up to 27 vial-based reactions.

// Phone +49-2204-83060
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Miltenyi Biotec

// Phone +44-1638-781709
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Asynt

scRNA-Seq Reagent Kit

ChIP Workflow

For Label-free Cells

Single Cell Profiling

Low Temperature Reactions

Working with Magnetic Beads
Chromatrap — a brand of Porvair Sciences — has entered into a
partnership with Covaris to offer a highly scalable and simple ChIP
workflow enabling researchers to easily isolate protein-DNA complexes for downstream applications, such as ChIP-Seq, ChIP-qPCR,
Next-generation sequencing (NGS), and Mass Spectrometry (MS).
Chromatrap, the automation-compatible spin column-based approach, eliminates many of the challenges encountered when working with magnetic beads. This rapid centrifugation-based protocol
requires only three simple washes using individual spin columns
or 96-well plates and can be completed in a single day. Using the
Covaris Adaptive Focused Acoustics (AFA) technology, researchers
can easily isolate and reproducibly shear soluble chromatin without
disrupting the protein-DNA interactions for immunoprecipitation
with bead-free Chromatrap Protein A and G ChIP kits.
// Phone +44-1978-666222
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Porvair Sciences

Dolomite Bio has launched a new scRNA-Seq Reagent Kit to expand
the Nadia Instrument portfolio. With the launch of this new reagent
kit Dolomite Bio would like to demonstrate their commitment to
the continuous development of the Nadia product family. At the
same time the company would like to provide customers with a high
quality, straightforward single cell profiling solution while still
offering them the flexibility to use their own reagents if desired.
The new scRNA-Seq Reagent Kit is designed to enable robust and
reliable generation of PCR-amplified cDNA libraries on the Nadia
Instrument, allowing high throughput gene expression profiling
of heterogenous cell populations.
The kit contains all the consumables required to create amplified
cDNA libraries, allowing researchers to achieve highly reproducible
single cell data sets — with ultra-efficient gene capture rates — at
low sequencing costs. Unlike other solutions, the company states,
this set-up also gives users the ability to adjust the number of single
cell cDNA libraries prior to sequencing, helping to ensure cost-efficient single cell analysis.
// Phone +44-1763-252-102
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Dolomite Bio
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Next-Generation Sequencing

Automated Library Preparation
The new NGS Dreamprep from Tecan is a fully-automated approach
to next-generation sequencing (NGS) library preparation for research use. As Tecan states this new approach offers quality controlled, sequencing-ready NGS libraries in just a matter of hours,
with minimal manual interaction and no sample loss. NGS Dreamprep is a full walkaway solution that combines the Tecan Fluent
liquid handler and Infinite plate reader, together with Celero DNASeq and Universal Plus mRNA-Seq library preparation kits. With
NGS Dreamprep, quantification, normalization and pooling of
samples can all be achieved in significantly shorter timelines compared to other methods that use qPCR or capillary electrophoresis.
Importantly, this is the first library preparation method to incorporate a QC step, which takes just five minutes, ensuring the generation of highly reproducible libraries that are ready to sequence.
// Phone +41-44-922-8111
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Tecan
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Preparation Module

Automated Analysis of Biological Samples
The CLAM-2030 — a fully automated preparation module for LC-MS — was launched by Shimadzu. According to the company
this module automates everything from the preparation of urine, blood and other biological samples to measurement via liquid
chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS). In only three to eight minutes, the CLAM-2030 preparation module
completes the blood samples preparatory process including the addition of reagents, mixing of
the solution and the addition of a deproteinization liquid, all of which conventionally
takes 15 to 20 minutes. Furthermore, if the samples and reagents are placed and
positioned in special containers for automatic conveyance to the LC-MS
by an autosampler, the module can perform all of the processes automatically, on weekends and overnight. In response to the needs of clinical research sites, the
CLAM-2030 provides stable data acquisition, lower running costs and improved work efficiency. The module
can be connected to four models of triple quadrupole
liquid chromatograph mass spectrometers, the
LCMS-8040, LCMS-8045, LCMS-8050 and LCMS-8060.
Work efficiency is further improved by using it in combination with a commercial analysis kit.
// Phone +49-203-7687410
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Shimadzu
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Visit us…
… at the „LIMS & Software“ Area at
Hall 19/20, Stand E71.
www.lab-worldwide.com

Laboratory blender
MIXOMAT A
for containers up to 25 litres
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Dispenser and Titration

Seal Quality Testing System

Opus dispenser and opus titration from Hirschmann offer
motor-powered dispensing or
titration directly from the reagent bottle. The opus dispenser
combines functionality and user-friendliness with functional
reliability and efficiency, the
producer states. Serial dispensing procedures with consistent
reliability of results can also be
realised through electronic control — up to 9999 times if required. A standard stepper function enables the dispensing of
several partial volumes (which
may vary) from a single cylinder
charge. The dispensing procedure is configured on the intuitive
TFT touchscreen. The user is guided through menu functions which
are easily legible and comprehensible. Nine different dispensing
procedures with their complete settings can be saved in the method memory and reactivated at any time if required. According to
the company, opus titration combines accuracy with time-saving
and user-friendliness. Electronic control of titration enables the
achievement of reproducible results and precisely defined dynamics each time. The titration impulse triggered by the motor enables
the achievement of a droplet break-up with output volumes from
10 μl to 99.999 ml and delivers resolutions up to the third decimal
place. The titration procedure is configured on the intuitive TFT
touchscreen. The user is guided through menu functions which are
easily legible and comprehensible. Nine different titration procedures with their complete settings can be saved in the method
memory and reactivated at any time if required. The opus dispenser and opus titration is available in three sizes: as a 10 ml, 20 ml or
50 ml basic unit.

The new seal quality testing system from Proseal enables food manufacturers and processors to determine the ideal seal and peel
strength for individual products. The new “ProTest” solution allows
users to create the best seal each time, combining effective protection of the contents with the right level of “peelability”.
The compact “ProTest” unit is an automated lid-peeling device
that measures and reports the resistance offered by the film as it
separates from the tray during the moment of lid peeling. This
provides the user with the relevant data to determine if the seal
strength is the most user-friendly while remaining suitable for the
product’s life-cycle. “ProTest” is capable of retaining, displaying
and outputting test data, allowing the user to export the information. Up to five test results can be compared at any one time. The
unit is flexible enough to handle the vast majority of trays currently used in the market with diagonal diameters from 25 up to 380 mm
in any shape. Moreover reports are generated on the machine’s 12”
high-definition touchscreen and can be exported via Ethernet or
USB device.

// Phone +49-7134-511-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Hirschmann

// Phone +44-1625-856600
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Proseal

Available in Three Sizes

Sealing and Peeling
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NGS Workflow

Library Preparation System for Next Generation Sequencing
To easily run complex DNA sequencing assays with the press of a
button, Agilent Technologies has designed a new next-generation
sequencing (NGS) library preparation system. The fully automated
Magnis NGS Prep System includes reagents and protocols that make
it easy to assay multiple genes and complex genetic aberrations from
genomic DNA, including degraded samples such as formalin-fixed
paraffin embedded (FFPE). “Since the inception of NGS, library preparation has been one of the most complex and variable parts of the

NGS workflow,” stated Sam Raha, president of the company’s Diagnostics and Genomics Group. “We are excited to provide a turnkey,
automated workflow solution that is easy to use and increases sequencing reproducibility, making it a clear choice for any molecular
testing lab interested in the genetic aspects of cancer and other diseases.”
// Phone +1-877-424-4536
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Agilent Technologies

Real-time Biochemistry

Viruses Encoded Biosensors

Internet of Things digital transformation
Prevention using smart technology:
all process-relevant data of your safety storage
cabinets - mobile and in real time.

The new GCaMP calcium indicators (jGCaMP7b, jGCaMP7c, jGCaMP7f, jGCaMP7s) enlarge the
portfolio of ready-to-use adeno-associated virus (AAV) biosensor products of Amsbio.
These viruses encoded biosensors are supplied ready for use for
neural activity studies in vivo.
AAV biosensors provide a snapshot of intracellular interactions,
specifically active brain circuitry.
Using fluorescent protein-based
AAV biosensors allows permanent marking of active cells over
short time scales, providing a
window into the real-time biochemistry of living cells and
whole organisms. GCaMP is a
genetically encoded calcium indicator (GECI) generated from a
fusion of the green fluorescent
protein (GFP), calmodulin, and
M13, a peptide sequence from
myosin light chain kinase. Upon
binding of GECI to Ca2+ there is
an induction of a change in fluorescence signal.
// Phone +44-1235-828200
LAB Info: More on labworldwide.com: Amsbio
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Door locked
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Visit us at:

Augmented Reality

Display of
cabinet information

Video on
MyDÜPERTHAL

May 21 –23, 2019
Hannover, Germany
Hall 20 | Stand D18
Learn more at:

www.dueperthal.com

MyDÜPERTHAL, Cabi2Net, Smart Control and networkable safety storage cabinets
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Liquid Array Molecular Assay

Improved Assay for Tuberculosis Diagnostics
Bruker has announced the launch of an important further innovation in the field of tuberculosis diagnostics. The new PCR-based
Fluoro Type MTBDR 2.0 assay identifies tuberculosis pathogens,

as well as several important antibiotic resistance characteristics in
only three hours. The novel assay detects TB pathogens directly
from patient samples, without the need for any culture. In addition,
it can be used to detect MDR-TB, i.e. resistance against rifampicin
and isoniazid, the two most important first line TB drugs. This
novel TB test relies on the innovative Bruker-Hain Liquid Array
technology to analyze a multitude of mutations in the associated
TB resistance genes. The new Fluoro Cycler XT is a novel, high-performance thermal cycler and optical reader that enables the Liquid
Array assay technology. The Fluoro Type MTBDR 2.0 assay can
detect more than 60 mutations in the TB genes, leading up to 522
resistance patterns with relevant information to guide therapy.
According to Bruker this level of genetic specificity normally can
only be achieved with sequencing. Bruker is a majority stakeholder of the Hain Lifescience GmbH, which is the legal manufacturer
of the Fluoro Cycler XT and the MTBDR 2.0 assay.
// Phone +49-7473-9451-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Hain Lifescience
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Benchmarking Powder Dispensing
ETC Comparison of Automated Systems
A benchmarking study of powder dispensing technologies, by the Enabling
Technologies Consortium (ETC), aims to ease bottlenecks and increase productivity in
pharmaceutical R&D. Accurate weighing of small quantities of powder is a crucial step
in screening, chemical development, formulation, and capsule filling applications.
METTLER TOLEDO Quantos accurately dispenses 90% of powders reliably,
from 0.1 mg to several grams, in any laboratory environment.
Read the «ETC Powder Dispensing Study» to learn more.

www.mt.com/quantos-etc

